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Preface

The issuing of volume 47 coincides wich
an auspicious

occasion namely that of our Societys attaining the venerable age

of
one

hundred and ten years an age undoubtedly worthy of being

proud of On this occasion one necessarily remembers the founding

fathers who led by Geoseppi Botti most wisely conceived in 1893

the idea of establishing the Archaeological Society ofAlexandria

and of issuingaregular Bulletin The
course

of events over the

long span of 110 years has not been without its hazards which ata

certain time threatened the Societys very existence lt is thanks to

the resilience and tenacity of the civic community ofAlexandria

and their international friends that the Society is still going strong

and capable of sustaining the publication of the Bulletin as well as

maintaining multiple other cultural activities

The survival of
our

Archaeological Society into its second

hundred years calls to mind an ancient Egyptian tale thesocalled

Westcar papyrusWMFiinders Petrie Egyptian Tales 1895 lt

teils ofamagician called Dedi who lived to the ripe old age of one

hundred and ten years in the reign ofKing Khufu Dedi could still

eat 500 loaves of breadaside of beef and drink 100 draughts of

beer He restores the head that is smitten off he knows how to

cause the lion to follow him trailing his kalter
an

the ground he

knows the designs of the dwelling of Tahuti which King Khufu

long sought after that he might make the like of them in his

pyramid In spite of his extreme old age Dedi sat blithely in the

sun free of infirmities without the babble of dotage This is the

salutation to worthy age

This tale is not without its symbolic relevance Archaeology in

asense strives to restore smitten offheads and continues to seek
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to unravel the mysterious designs of the pyramids The

contributions to the present volume coveravariety of areas Greek

papyriRSBagnall Arabic papyri GFrantzMurphy Roman

art and eraft N Bonacasa ERodziewicz late Roman

archaeology M Rodziewicz and P Grossmann Ina

metaphoricallfigurative
sense

and in their
own ways they are

restoring smitten off heads To them allIextend niy sincere

thanks for their continued cooperation

My special thanks go to the Moharram Press not only for
so

generously undertaking the free publication of this volume but

especially for their
warm

and friendly spirit
as
represented by the

director generalMrMostafa Mahdy and Mr Mohammed Naguib

Salahel Din head of the technical department

Last but not least my special thanks go to Prof Mona Haggag

secretary general of the Society who patiently handled every steil in

the intricate process of publication with her typical devotion and

dedication She deserves
our

sincere appreciation and gratitude

MostafaE1Abbadi
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Philoxenite Pilgrimage Harbor ofAbu Mina

Mieczyslaw D Rodziewicz

The
narre of Philoxenite for place known since El Falaki

as

Marea Ihave suggested for the first time in my paper an

Mareotis published in GraecoArabica II 1983 lt has been

accepted by many scholars and used widely through the last two
decadeds2j However recently

some doubts have arised whether

the place of ancient Philoxenite has been properly situated

fig23 Yet the ske ticoinion voiced recentl is not supported

by any new archaeological
or

philological evidence The

localization of Philoxenite occurred to be much
more easier to

establish than to define the topographical position of historical

Mareaalarge City andacapital ofMareotic district
one

of the

most important strategic towns of Northern Egypt mentioned by

Herodotus and many other
writers4 Marea played

an essential rote

in the history of Egypt The town was ofagreat military value

against Libyans at least from the time of PsameticI lt got its

fame during the reign of king Amazis and king Enaros who
was

described
as successfully fighting Persians fromMarea6 The town

should have had thenaremarkable military installations helping in

l M Rodziewicz Alexandria and District ofMareotisGraecoArabica Vol

II Athens 1983p199216

2 P Grossmann Prokopius
zu Taposiris Magna Eine

ver Verwechslung mit

Abu Mina in An Tard 8 2000 p 165168JY Empereur Alexandria

Rediscovered London 1998

3 E Wipszycka Remarques sur I identifcation de Philoxeniteنla lumiere

de fouilles recentes Paper delivered
an the third conference an Mediaeval

Alexandria at Centre culturel francais in Alexandria810 November 2002

To be published in Alexandrie medievale3ed Christian Decobert

4 Herodotus II 149 Diod168 Tuc1104

5 Herodotus Il 149

6 Diodorus I 68 Thucidides i 104
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its archaeological identiftcation Mahmoud El Falaki thought that

the extensive chain of ruins at the southern shore of the Lake

Mareotis southwest ofAlexandria belongs to the famous military

administrative and commercial center ofMareotic region called

Marea This identification
was

followed by Breccia Cosson

Sadek PetruscoGabel and Fakharani8 Yet location of the

ancient capital of Mareotis in the western arrni
of the Jake Mariut

has been questioned sincealog time and theoretically shifted by

sonne scholars further to the southern part of the main basin of the

lake Fraser in his monumental werk
an

Ptoleniaic Alexandria

writes Although Marea had been an important town in Pharaonic

times these remains
are

evidently late structures they
are not

Ptoleniaic and may be Byzantine
or
earlyArab9

Archaeologicai evidence whichIhaue gathered
an the site

cal led Marea and its surroundings southeast ofTaposiris Magna

during
more than ten years of my research and work there

as

adviser of EAo
was manifested an many archaeological

conferences and in numerous
publications Since than any new

7 Mahmoud EI Falaki Memoire sur 1 antique Akexandrie Copenhague 1872

p 96

8 E Breccia Alexandrea ad Aegyptum Bergamo 1922 p 337 A de Cosson

Mareotis London 1935 p 110 134 M Sadek The ancient port ofMarea

Cahiers des Etudes Anciennes QuebecCanada Vt1I 1978 pp 67 ff K

PetrusoCGabel MareaAByzantine Port an Egypts Northwestern

Frontier Archaeology Septoct 1983 pp 62 ff F Fakharani Recent

Excavations at Marea in Egypt Aegyptiaca Traverensia II 1983 pp 175 ft
9 P Frazer Ptolemaic Alexandria London 1982 vol 1 p 146

10MRodziewicz Alexandria and District of Mareotis GraecoArabica

opcit id Mareotic lncised Pottery ofCoptic Period in Le site monastique

copte des Kellia Geneve 1986 pp 311322 id Wo dieMenasPilger
an

Land gingen Papyrus 3 Cairo 1986 p3l32 id Ancient Mareotic

Harbours Proceedings of the Fifth International Congress of Egyptology
orنaC 1988 p 232 Taenia and Mareotis Archaeological Research West of

Alexandria in Acta of the First lnternatlanنl Collogoium of the Egyptian
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archaeological evidence which can be connected with the oldest or

later Mediaeval periods of the place has emerged The vast

majority of archaeological material checked in the city and its

closest surroundings proves intensive use cif the place only from

the 5th till the 7 centurY AD The excavated and surveYed

architectnral remains smailfnds type of stnictures and preserved

installations prove that it
was not administrative commercial

or

military Center with remarkable defensive walls and associated

structures but ratherasmall City with avery sophisticated and

extensive harbor able to receivealarge number of travelers The

harbor in so called Marea consists of long piers reaching far into

the lake The largest is 150 m long enabling all kinds of vessels to

land there even at the relatively low water figs 34 lnstead of

magazines and harbor warehonses there is at the Jake skoreavery

large church several public baths
arow

of small shops oil press

welis and rather modest houses Small cennetery suggestsalimited

local population Military post locat separately an the lake

Island with its own harbor adahalfklometer bong structured

Society ofGreek and Roman Studies voll 1990 pp6281 d Remarks an

the Domestic and Monastic Architecture in Alexandria and Surroundings in

The Archaeology of the Nile Delta Amsterdam 1988 pp 207277 id

Remarks an the Peristile House in Alexandria and Mareotis in

PRAKTIKA Athens 1988pp 175178 id Pottery Stud es in the

Alexandrian Region Bulletin de Liaison du Groupe International d Etude

de la Ceramique Bgyptienne XItl LeGe1988 pp446 id Opus Sectile

Mosaics from Alexandria and Mamis Festschrift fur JosefBngemann

Jahrbuch für Antike und Christentum Ergنnzungsband191991pp204

214idEcoArchaeology ofAncient Alexandra and arevt s Geosciences

and Archaeologynthe MediterranCuotries Cairo 1995 pp 127140

td Classification of wineries from Mus in BCHX133 Athens

1998 id From Alexandria to t4e West by tanddiaterways in BCH

suppl 33 Athens 1998 pp 93103 id Local dhnp ed Pottery from

Mareotis in BCH suppl 33 pp 245260 id Mare ic1larbours in

Alexandrie medievale2Etudes alexau Ines 8 2002 pp 122
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causeway linking it with land fills the picture of unique type of

city created in skort period of time withoutaJong history and

bearing all characteristics of very sophisticated port and

convenient transitive place No inscriptions or
other written

material have been unearthed there hitherto Archaeologicai

research supported by the study of written documents from the

saure
period found elsewhere lead me to the connection of the lake

harbor with the pilgrimage to Abu Mina Along the tract between

newly created city at the lake with its extensive port and Abu

Mina in desertachain of constructions came
into existence

Discovery of the public bath at the modern road southwest of the

lake harbor andavery large house probably hospice with small

church situated between two wings of the building measuring over

one
andahalf thousand square meters of surface found2km

south of the harbor as
well

as
several other structures piigrim

stations and wells
an

the route from the marine to the holy shrine

ofAbuMena support this identification figs26

The plan of buildings and the extensive harbor fit very well to

the description of the site cailed Philoxenite in the text of the

Coptic encomium an St Menas which says about the construction

11 Rodziewicz Remarks an the Peristiie House in Alexandria and

Mareotis in Praktika opcit id From Alexandria to the West by Land

and Waterways BCH suppl 33 op cit Ahmed AbdElFatah Recent

Discoveries in Alexandria and the Chora BCH Suppl 33 1998pp37

53Mohamed Abd EIAziz Negm Recent Excavations around Abou

Mina BCH suppl 33 1998 pp6573 FaisalElAshmawi Kiln and

WineFactory at BurgelArab BCH suppl 33 1998 pp5564JY

Empereur et M Picon La reconnaissance des productions des ateliers

ceramiques lexemple de la mareotide CCE 3 1992 pp 145152 id

Les ateliersdamphores du Lac Mariout BCH suppl 33 1998 pp93

103Rodziewicz Remarks an the Domestic and Monastic Architecture

in Alexandria and Surroundings opcit id Mareotic Harbours

Alexandriemdievale 2opcit
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in time of emperor Anastasius of
anew harbor and

numerous

buildings around it to facilitate pilgrims traveling to Abu Mina

lt was initiated byaPraetorian Prefect Philoxenus whose
name is

not elsewhere recorded Not only the ruins of the so called Marea

fit well to the description of Philoxenite but also its chronology

The ruins due to the local climate are very well visible an the

12 In the time of the Emperor Anastasius491518 pious zeal inspired the

heart of the Praetorian Prefect since he too heard of the wonders and

miracles wrought by the holy Apa Menas Furthermore he saw the

hardships endured by the many muItitudes when com ing to his shrine

When they left the Jake and entered the desert there they found noresting

placeor water till they reached the holy shrine The prefect built hospices

by the Jake and resthouses for the multitudes to stay at Among them he

had the marketplace established where the multitudes might find and buy

all they needs He had spacious depositories constructed where the

multitudes could leave their clothes and baggage and everything that they

brought to the shrine When it was all finished he gave its name Philoxenite

after himself He also Set up porticoes at different places where the people

might rest And he established wateringplaces along the roads cf J

Drescher Apa MenaASelection ofCoptic Texts Relating to St Menas Le

Caire 1946 pp 147148 In the introduction to the Miracles Dresher says

the Greek Miracles know the Jakeport of the shrine as Loxoneta instead

of the more correct Philoxenite p 105 J Drescher Topographical Notes

for Alexandria and District BSAA 38 1949 pp 1516 The place of

Philoxenite is several Limes mentioned in the Miracles of St Menas

However Drescher does not locate Philoxenite an the Western arm of the

Jake but an the shores of the main basin somewhere dose to Korn ei

Througa because it is said in the Coptic Encomium an St Menas that the

same Prefect ordered to built water stations every ten miles between the site

and the holy shrine lt could have been probably miscalculation of distance

Yet since the distance between the harbor of the so called Marea and Abu

Mena is about 20 km there could have been eventually only one piace for

such station However lt would be amazing and unreasonable to choose

the longer desert road from the main Jake basin about 30 km to AbuMina

for pitgrims and sick people instead ofmuch shorter from its western arm

From the harbor of so called Marea Philoxenite to Abu Mina the distant

is about 1015 km shorter than from the main basin and since we do not

know any remains of the other lake harbor of the size mentioned above we

are
convinced that the ruins of so called Marea belong to Phiioxenite
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surface wi out exeavatious Identifiab buik ings around the

harbor are prrov ngawell Planed urbanist unit with
no traces of

evolutio ry stages ormajor reb ildingThe wide streets are paved

along them there are
hc ses

and shopsawerter supysystem

several pub ic thsavery large blie lavatory aside the public

ground probably the market place and very convenient harbor

with three long jetties fig 3 Excavated and surface pottery

gathered in the area are
offer ng the best chance to estabi ish the

tenninus post quen for the site which is limited to the seventh

centutY AD 13 Untilnow no
rlazed pottery of later Period

was

spotted around Therefore
we

eonclude that the place terminated its

function in the seventh and not later than the beglnning of eight

century lt Fans that this harbor together with two smaller

marinas in the neigh hood stups to function long before the

holy sh
ne at Abu iawas

abandoned The deeline of

Pfiloxenitt
was

probably connected with the decrease of fresh

water coming through the canals mainly frone the Canopic branch

linking the Jake withthe Nile wh ch
cou
dhave been neglected and

left not naintained in time of unrest and wars in the
7h

cent AD

Strabo says that the Lake Mareotis is filled by many canals fror

the Nile Strabo XVII 17 Asaconsequence of decrease of the

security in the region frone the 6t1
century on there

was
obviously

slacken ng in the methods of water conservation The lake

stretehing in Ptolemaie time far beyond Taposiris Magna fed by

13 ere are mostlysards of local produce similar to tbose attributed to Abu

Me worshops but amongfne wares there are also numerous shards of

pottery from Upper Egypt accompanied by imported North African and

Qypnot wanes which were not mported to Egypt after the 7th century AD

No glazed ponery of later period was
spoued an the site and not earlier

pitypthe 5th century AD Late Rin Amphora1has been spotted

the tar ofmies

14JB W Per4ns Tue Shrine of St Menas in the Maryut Papers of the

British Schooi at Rome 17 1949 pp2671
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the Canopic branch of the Nile became probable already in the 7n

century silted up Since the losses from evaporation of remaining

water were
no longer replaced the Lake shrank to the dimensions of

amarsh This together with state of insecurity of the time must

have hadastrong effect
an

the volume of the pilgrimage Yet

Probably until the 10h centurY AD the holY shrine ofAbu Mena

still existed Since the 11
or
the 12century according to A de

Cosson the Jake
was

completely drye 15 and Abu Mina ceased to

function

The opinion presented
an

the mentioned above conference
an

Medieval Alexandria questioning the localization of Filoxenite

refers to the latest seasonal excavations there Yet the said most

recent excavation in the site is centered
an yet another public bath

and connected with it water supply system waterwheel This

particular bath has been already known previously lt was

identifiable and visible
an

the surface without any excavation The
r
ruins of the so called Marea have been

an many occasions

registered by archaeologists since the time of El Falaki because

they
were

always well exposed not covered by dunes and not built

up by the modern structures 16 Also any newr
written material

connected with the site appeared recently

The archaeological investigation of the site especially its harbor

installations had muck better chances in previous decades than

now
Previously

we
had dosest access to the details of harbor

construct ons dry installations
an

the lake skore and nearest

Island because the lake
was

muck shallower and in
some parts

was
nearly dry not flooded with the fresh water as it is nowadays

15 He writes that it
was the result of silting the Canopic Nle Cosson

Mareotisopcit p 62

16 Comp footnotes
no7and B
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The excavation preservation and reconstruction works with my

participation curried out there in l980s by the Egyptian Antiquities

Organization Delta West Inspectorate revealed successive

remains of public and private structures of Byzantine period

supporting previously gathered information
an the relatively short

period for the existence of the city Unusually large church

occupying the main promontory has been long ago examined and

documented by P Grossmann who also associated the site closely

with the holy shrine in Abu Mina BSSA 45 1991 p 107 ff

Extensions of the residential
area

had been established and

remarkable disproportion between the size of the harbor

installations and the land constructions notified This fact has been

presented long ago and discussed in archaeological circles
an

niany occasions Archaeological remains of Pharaonic and

Ptolemaic periods
are

still missing there Thus this place
can not be

associated with historical Marea and
we

should Start seriaus

search for it around the main basin of the lake including
arcas

of

its eastern and western shores The Pharaonic Marea could have

been located closer to the canals linking the lake with the Nile

because their control
was

of great military value lt is very

importنnt to undertake at least survey of the lake shores before all

the area around it will be covered with modern constructions

The main
reason

of this paper is to bring again to the public

attention the attestable fact that the disputed chain of structures

stretching about 15 km long at the southern shore of the lake

Mareotis has been built
as
apilgrimage harbor for indisputably

existing at the same time the largest Egyptian pilgrimage center of

St Menas in nearly straight line south of it lt is unique and

dlstlnctly specialized port for transportationalarge amount of

people heading to Abu Mina at particular occasions such as

anniversaries The ancient
name

of it Philoxenit is based
011
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analysis of the text published by Drescher The text however leas

not by its very nature the saure informative power as an extensive

archaeological evidence preserved in the terrain Yet there is
no

other place in the region which Gould fit better to the description of

the Jake harbor in text of the Coptic encomium
an
St Menas

as

this extensive chain of ruins southwest of Alexandria 7

Combined together textual material with historical topography and

archaeological research in the region convinced
us

that there is
no

alternative to such place which functioned
as

major harbor for

pilgrims going to Abu Mina except ofmuch older Ptolemaic port

in Taposiris Magna which also served Abu Mina pilgrimage
asa

strong military protector of pilgrims arriving to the holt shrine

from the west not from Alexandria According to ancient literary

sources
there had been stationed about 1200 soldiers guarding the

area against invaders from the West and repetitive attacks of

nomads from the Lybian desert Drescher Apa Menapp146147

Military posts protecting pilgrims have been placed in two main

spots of the region Taposiris Magna where military camp has

been identified by Grossman in 1980k 18 and another
one an

the

island connected with the land by built causeway beside the

largest pilgrimage harbor of this time called Philoxenite There

was
necessity to protect the road leading to holy shrine and Abu

Mina itself since there was lack of any military constructions

around it Also location ofmilitary posts at the lake was certainly

more
feasible from economical point of view lt is worth to

mention that the distance between both mentioned military camps
and Abu Mina shrine

was
similar but for travelers from Alexandria

17 Drescher opcit p 1516WardPerkins op cit p 34

18 P Grossmann Elephantine 11 Mainz 1980 p 23f Abb 2 id Abu MinaA

Guide to the Ancient Pilgrimage Center Cairo 1986 id Prokopius
zu

Taposiris Magna op cit p 166
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to Abu Mina through Philoxenite the way was much shorter ca 15

km than through Taposiris Magna therefore the lauer Gould haue

served mainly travelers from the west see fig 2

lt
ls very important to take also into consideration the

archaeological evidence gathered through last two decades around

the pilgrimage center of Abu Menas itself and area
south of

Philoxenite harbor 19 Gathered there archaeological material

helped
us to understand better the additional

reasons
for which

suchalarge harbor has been constructed at that time supposedly

by only
one

pious person20 Of course the main reason for which

suchabig harbor was planned and constructed had ideological

religious meaning but probably equally strong or even stronger

creative power was economy Theoretically the extensive port was

built for receivingavery large number of pilgrims to Abu Mina

traveling by boats all the year around independently from the

water level in the Jake and in particularly great number at specific

anniversaries Thus the port reflects situation in which the need

for large transportation system had developed already before it

has been constructed and not opposite We may assume that the

numerous bogt
owners

quickly took up opportunity to earn money

for transportation of multitudes to AbuMina and supported the

idea by all
means

The construction of suchaharbor bore no risk

it was
foreseeable successful investment which

was
financially

very profitable business Thus the construction of harbor Gould

have been initiated by one individual but supported by many

others who
were

willing to participate in the project
as

the

economical Investment Sofnally such enterprise was notapure

charity and the returns had not only religious but alsofnancial

and political nature

19 Comp footnote no 11

20 Drescher op cit Ward Perkinsopcit
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lt is notacoincident that exactly in the time of the highest

popularity of St Menas shrine there
were constructed large hostels

and other buildmgs in the area attested by archaeological research

The most representative hospice has been unearthed at the modern

place of Huwareya figs 36 lt has been situated at the edge of

an old village which has existed there Jong before but lt expanded

very muck around the hilf to the south of the newly erected large

hospice This expansion
was marked by the construction of two

medium size wine factories22 Certainly agricuiture and horticulture

was spreading around the site and mainly there existedolivegroves

and wine yards23 Large oil press under govemment controi

according to existed law is still well preserved in the harbor of

Philoxenite lt was maintained and its walls and arches
were partly

reconstructed by EAQ in 1980s Extensive pottery industry has been

widely recorded in the area and even metallurgy has been notified in

the village of Huwaryia at the ancient hospice24Aculture and
horticulture flourished also around AbuMina itself and further to the

north
even

after the port of Philoxenite was abandoned in 7d 8111

cent asaresult ofdrying of the Jake Known to us numerous ancient

21 Rodziewicz Alexandria and District of Mareotisopcit figs 74 id Taenia

and Mareotis The Archaeological Research West ofAlexandria op cit fig 2
From Alexandria to theWest by Land and by Waterways op cit id Remarks

an Peristile House in Alexandria and Mareotis op cii id Classification of

Wine Factories in Mareotis op cii id Remarks
an the Domestic and

Monastic Architecture of Alexandria and Surroundings opcit id Opus
Sectile Monaics from Alexandria and Mareotisopcit idEcoArchaeology
ofAncient Alexandria and Mareotisopcit 3d Mareotic1arboursopcit

22 Rodziewicz Ciassification of Wine Factories in Mareotis op cit fig1
Huwaryia wineries Type1and 5 p 31 34 fig 2

23 Cosson op cit Rodziewicz Alexandria and District of Mareotis figs78
Classification ofWine Factories in Mareotis op cit

24JY Empereur et M Picon Les ateliersdamphores du Lac Mariout BCH

suppl 33 1998 pp 759l Ahmed Abdel Fatahopcit Mahmoud AbdE1

AzisNegm opcit FeisalElAshnawi opcit Daous Abdou Daoud

EVidence for the Production of Bronze in Alexandria BCH suppl 33
1998 pp 115124 fig 11
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wells and local irrigation System allowed peop to continue their

gardening but their products had been send primarily to Alexandria

by landThus it seems that the economical factor for the existence of

extensiveport called Philoxenite
was indeed lirnited to the piigrirage

snce instead of expected at suchabig harbor storerooms and

magazines for goods there were ferst of all public baths and unusually

large church2 The initial Prograng ofProviding Pilgrimage with the

very basic services after landing in thesouthwestem arrn ofMareotis

lake has not developed into theuniversal City unit with more urban

functions such as extensive residential quarters administrative

educational and cultural institutions sports facilities and other typical

for town installations lt was from its very beginning to its fall onlya
harbor formultitudes coming to the holy AbuMina shrine

25 P Grossmann Die Querchiftbasilika von Hauwariya und die brigenـ

Bauten Dieses Typus in gyptenؤ als Reprنsentanten der Verlorenen

Frühchristlichen Architektur Alexandreias BSAA 45 Alexandria 1993 pp

107121 P1 XVI1
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Fig3

Philoxenite pilgrimage harbour to Abu Mina grn7rn centAD
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Fig4
Position of harbours at Phiioxenite and Taposiris Magna in the

western arm of Jake Mareotis seen fron the east Drawn by

M Rodziewicz
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Fig5
Double peristile building hospice in Mareotis modern

Howaryia with church in the middle and baptistery6hbeg

of8 Cent AD Drawn byM Rodziewicz
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Fig6
Opus sectile mosaics in the church at modern Huwaryia

comp Fig4 Drawn by M Rodziewicz


